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The Severn Bridge Half Marathon Sunday 
27th August 2017 
There are not many races with a start as stunning as this one and I imagine it would have been very 

different in the rain. But Sunday 27th August 2017 it was glorious. My adventure weekend started on 

Saturday with the drive over this bridge into Chepstow. Wow, the excitement started then. What a 

glorious place to be and to think tomorrow I would be running from here.                        

My bed for the night was at the Greenman Backpackers Hostel and I wish I'd taken photos as this 

building is stunning. And it was only 

£22.00 for B & B in a shared dormitory. 

It has a bar (real ale fans, beware) and 

for gin fans, well, what a choice! And if 

you just want sit and chill somewhere 

out of temptation, a beautiful lounge 

complete with Chesterfield sofas. 

Anyway, this is a race report. Event HQ 

couldn't be easier to find and only 5 

minutes away from the hostel. 

Everything you’d expect to find at a 

well organised and run event from 

efficient car park management to ice 

cream vans. The start of the race is 

actually on the Severn Bridge, they closed the M48 especially (what did that cost?) and it is about a 

20 minute walk away from the event village. But it's easy to find and gives you the chance to warm up 

and see the last  300m of the finish. Remember the course notes mentioned the word “undulating” 

several times.  

I have never been on as stunning a race 

start as this. It was helped by the sun 

sparkling on the river Severn and the hills 

in the background (did I mention the 

course notes say it's “undulating”?), but 

wow, I was proper blown away. (Excuse 

the grammar there, but you get the picture 

and just in case, check out the photos). 

Even with the walk to the start and the 

2,500 entrants getting there, the race was 

underway on time. The start is actually 

about halfway across the bridge so at least 

you only get the downhill bit of the bridge.  
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The first couple of Kms are fairly flat which just makes you 

forget that word “undulating” and on mostly closed roads out 

into England. It's all very picturesque, lovely villages and 

farmland (complete with accompanying smells). And 

someone on the race committee obviously had a wry sense of 

humour. Every few Kms you came across signs such as, 

“you'd better run faster, her husband’s behind you”, or “don't 

worry, you're NOT nearly there” and then just when I was 

starting to really enjoy myself and settle in, the little 

undulations started.  

Now the signs were saying “this is NOT the hill” and “we'll 

tell you when”. Still chuckling, I started to have to walk up 

some of these and the comments started to come from those 

that had done this race before, “this is just a pimple”, and 

“wait till you get to mile 7”.  

Oh well, I thought, I expected to have to walk up the hills 

and it's a beautiful day anyway. Now I'm taking 2 bottles of 

water at the water stations, one for the head and one to drink 

and the temperature was climbing.  

Ever optimistic (those that know me, know this is not 

true) I thought, “well, the race started early enough and 

there's plenty of shade in the hedgerows and at least it's 

not raining”. The signs came quicker now as the 

undulations came closer together, “still NOT the hill”. 

We passed an old country house with about 4 larger than 

life and in various colour patterns and schemes of Shaun 

the Sheep in the front garden, (should've stopped for a 

photo) and suddenly (not really, I had one eye on my 

Garmin now for the mileage) there was the sign “for the 

fell runners amongst you, this is THE hill”. 

I'm not quite sure as to why the comment seemed just for 

the fell runners but it was pretty obvious it was THE 

ONE. Next to the sign was a great big Welsh flag and a 

race event banner.  Yes this is it. It seemed to go on 

forever. Not just walking, I tried walking backwards, that 

didn't ease the screaming quads, tried pushing off with 

hands on knees but remembered Saul’s sessions and his 

words of wisdom…. “ you need to stand up straight to let 

the air into your lungs. It can't get there if you're hunched 

over”. I still feel the pain as the walk was reduced to a 

shuffle and the despair as one of the hen party actually 

jogged passed. Yes not only do they do this to celebrate 
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last days of freedom, but they can actually jog up here. (She must've practiced this hill, is all I can 

say).  Not only does this hill go steeply on 

forever, but it goes round bends so you can 

never see the end. Well, it did end and it 

was all downhill (except for a few 

pimples) from here. Allegedly.   

One last sign to chuckle at was “hurry up, 

he's lost the kids again” before back over 

the bridge into Wales. Oh look, the tide’s 

come in, we've been gone that long… And 

here's where it's a good job I remembered 

the walk out this morning. Save yourself, 

walk up this pimple because just through 

the trees where the crowds start and you have to run because people are watching, it's a grassy 50m 

downhill to the finish. Now, again for those that don't know me, I do NOT do hills willingly.  

Why did I enter? Well, I thought I'd entered the Blenheim Palace Half Marathon which is a tad flatter. 

But I am oh so glad I did get the venue wrong. This was possibly my best experience to date of a half 

marathon with a fabulous place to stop (I did get something right) and I will definitely do it again. 

Although I think a group outing would be good. It was also the furthest I've driven on my own, oh yes 

that was an achievement following the sat nav without getting lost once. (Again if you know me, you 

will recognise that as a real achievement). I'm actually not safe to be left alone in a bar either as I 

manage to attract the strangest of men.  

But my final photo shows me and my running buddy from THE hill to the finish, who was not strange 

and is Richard from Cardiff. Thank you Richard from  Cardiff.  


